
 

 

Service-Now Size Calls Accumulate 

Ticker/Price: NOW ($256.50) 

 

Analysis: 

Service-Now (NOW) one of several names putting in a strong reversal candle yesterday off recent support and just above the 

200-MA and saw 5,000 November $260 calls bought for $13.50 and add to open interest where now more than 12,750 sit. NOW has 

seen buyers recently in the November $250 calls as recently as 9-9 where over 16,000 sit as well while the $280 calls with buyers in 

early August and over 4,000 in OI. Shares have been in a strong multi-year trend and pulling back since July to the 38.2% 

retracement from the December lows. A move back above the recent range highs targets $285/$290. The $48.2B company trades 

29X cash and 16X EV/sales with estimates looking for mid-30% EPS growth and sales up 26% to 28% the next two years. NOW 

continues to see strong renewal rates, 98% last quarter, while customers with over $1M in net new ACV was up 33%. NOW 

continues to have large secular tailwinds in workflow automation which is expected to be a $165B market by 2023. Analysts have an 

average target for shares of $292. Cowen out positive on 9-16 noting that customer demand remains strong in recent checks with no 

international slowdown nor delayed projects due to the macro. They are bullish on spending in the Fed vertical as they undergo 

massive digitization efforts. RBC out with a $320 PT on 9-3 noting that NOW continues to have a large platform opportunity with 

unparalleled growth at scale. They see room for more share gains with NOW only at 45% penetration in IT service management. 

Short interest is 3.7% and near its lowest level since 2017. Hedge fund ownership rose 2.85% in Q2. Coatue, Melvin Capital, Lone 

Pine Capital, Tiger Global, Alkeon, and Whale Rock the top holders in the name.  

Hawk Vision: 

 

Hawk’s Perspective: NOW is a favored Software play but so far seeing a lot of calls in the group being a bit early on a 

bottom call.  It has a hammer and the 200 MA to trade against, but need to see the group come back into favor and show 

relative strength again. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


